Under Zech Bau Holding there are construction companies, manufacturing works and property equippers that can jointly offer a
comprehensive range of services all effectively from a single source. Customers thus benefit directly from decades of experience
coupled with non-bureaucratic contact between the companies.
Full-Service Companies Enjoying Dynamic Growth
In the 100 years of company history the classical building company has long since become a full-service provider across the various
fields of modern construction. The construction companies were the ones that laid the foundation stone for our group. Zech Bau Holding
is enjoying dynamic growth, both at home and abroad. Today it is one of the top four German family-run businesses in the building
sector.
Tailor-Made Solutions
Together with long-term partners from reputed offices of architects and planners, we prepare tailor-made solutions for our customers.
Mutual trust and reliability also characterize our continuous cooperation with subcontractors. Our companies undertake complex
building projects employing conventional construction techniques, as well as prefabricated construction, to produce high-quality results
within the agreed period. The focus of our work is on turnkey building construction. As a general contractor we tackle the various
challenges encountered with a close eye on efficiency and ecology.
We plan and we build office, industrial and commercial buildings, shopping centres, residential dwellings and special structures such as
hotel and leisure facilities from the initial idea, through the project and financing stages to completion of the building phase and even
subsequent utilization and operation. Our conversion division undertakes exacting structural renovation work, modernization and
alteration work. In the process we create attractive residential, retail and office space that is adapted as required to any limitations
imposed and takes account of monument-protection aspects. Solutions for power plants and cooling towers supplement our portfolio.
Modern works for prefabricated-concrete sections also provide for the entire spectrum of work undertaken, from finished construction
parts and facade systems to scales and receptacles.
Always Nearby
Within the Federal Republic of Germany we are regionally represented by subsidiaries in Bremen, Hamburg, Hanover,
Oldenburg, Delmenhorst, Magdeburg, Berlin, Cottbus, Leinefelde, Cologne, Düsseldorf, Bonn, Essen, Bielefeld, Munich, Frankfurt am
Main and Nuremberg.

